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First birthday cake images for boy

First birthdays are a big deal. From the venue to decoration to the food, a lot will be taken into account in the planning of the event. But one of the biggest challenges is choosing a cake. Should you go for a themed cake, bespoke cakes, designer cakes or just a simple cake of your baby's favorite taste? The ideas can be overwhelming!
That's why momJunction has a list of the best First Birthday Cake ideas. Choose the one you like best. First birthday cakes for boysIt is very common to choose a blue cake for a little boy. But you could customize your cake according to the birthday theme or choose a design based on your child's favorite cartoon character or superhero.
Here we have some ideas:1. Drum birthday cake: Little guys love drums! This simple one-step cake with a zigzag fondant around it is simply charming. Top it with up to two mega size lollipops or fondant sticks and you have a perfect first birthday cake for your little man.2. Blue Ombre Cake: Ombre cakes are cakes or ruffles that have a
darker color at the bottom that is too white as it moves upwards, resulting in a striking look. You can choose your child's favorite color and design the cake with these shades.3. Chevron and mustache cake: This is a typical boy's cake. This two-tiered cake can have the horizontal zigzag on the first level and vertical stripes on the top level,
with a bow in the middle and mustache on the top.4. Mickey Mouse Cake: The good old Mickey Mouse is a safe bet for your first birthday. Go for these three-tiered cakes with red fondant on the first level and white on the second level and top it with a black fondant and mouse ears over it. [ Read: 1st Birthday Party Ideas ] 5. Spiderman
Cake: Easy and Easy to Make! All you need is a single-tier cake with red Spiderman shape on top and black icing for the mask and spider web. If you want a perfect Spiderman cake, go for a three-tier cake with a red base and spider web, a blue second layer with black buildings made of fondant, and a square third layer that looks like a
skyscraper. A Spiderman topper spinning the web completes this masterpiece.6. Angry Birds Cake: The most famous theme for birthday parties is the Angry Birds. You can go for a single-stage cake with chocolate background and green fondant on top, along with the birds, slingshots and pigs. But what if you need to plan a birthday party
for a girl? Well, we have covered that. [ Read: 1st Birthday Party Games ] First for GirlsCake ideas for girls are plentiful. Birthday cakes for girls can come in various shapes such as Barbie's dress, Rapunzel and her hair, tias, shoes and many more. Here are some such cake ideas for you:7. Princess Cake: It's been a year since your
princess entered your life. This is the perfect opportunity to tell her how valuable she is to you. Create the royal magic with a princess cake full of pink and purple fondant colors.8. Babydoll Cake: A doll is every girl's best friend. Girl. Doll cake is elegant, charming and cute at the same time. Layers of cakes are stacked and carved into a
bell to form the doll's swaying dress. They are then frosted and covered with fondant to complete the doll's dress. A real keepsake doll is then inserted into the middle to complete the look.9 Minnie Mouse Cake: Who Doesn't Love the Adorable Little Talking Mouse? Plan a Minnie Mouse clubhouse idea theme and a cake to go with it. A red
or pink cake with black Minnie Mouse silhouettes and pink bows is a good option. The cake is simple and can also be ordered in local bakeries.10. Tiara Cake: Your little girl's head might be a bit undeveloped to hold a tiara; Instead, you can have an edible tiara on your cake. Edible tiademen are made with rubber paste, a material that
hardens when drying and gives your tiara a realistic look. The addition of metal silver makes it all the more real. Isomalt can be used to add colorful gemstones and diamonds to decorate the tiara. Use the tiara as a topper for a cake, complete with flowers or curtains, to make your girl's first birthday like a royal gala. [ Read: Return Gift
Ideas for Babies 1st Birthday Party ]11. Castle Cake: If you have a baby girl, there is no better way than to celebrate her first birthday than a castle themed cake. You can customize the cake to suit your needs. The castle cake is usually complete with all the small towers and minarets, flowing grids and a princess figure to go with it. You
can have the minarets in gold to add some glare to the cake. All in all, a dreamy first birthday cake for your little princess or even your prince charming. If you're special about what your baby eats and want them to have only healthy things, then read on how we'll give you some options in this. Healthy first birthday cakesA delicious cake
does not have to be loaded with sugar and butter. You can go for a healthy cake that is just as delicious as your normal. Here are some ideas for healthy first birthday cakes: Healthy chocolate cake: No, this is not your normal chocolate cake. It is a healthier version that has Greek yoghurt, honey, strawberries, chocolate chips and
unsweetened cocoa powder. This may be the best way to introduce your one-year-old to healthy eating habits.13. Carrots, coconut and date cake: This recipe replaces sugar with dates, honey and grated coconut. You can go for medium-sized round cakes; Your little one will enjoy the carrot flavor and sweetness of honey and dates.14.
Smash Cake: Smash cakes are small or Cake made for babies. Your baby can simply smash the cake with her hand or even dig her face in if she wants to. Only natural ingredients such as maple syrup and bananas are used in this cake, with soft frost such as whipped cream or buttercream on top. This makes it easy for a baby to smash
it with their little fingers so you can make some sweet memories.15. Cinnamon cake: Cinnamon gives this first birthday cake, the irresistible taste. You can a bit healthier by adding bananas and honey to get natural sweetness. Put it on apples or your baby's favorite fruit. [ Read: 1 Year Baby Gifts ]16. Egg and Milk Cake: If your baby is
allergic to eggs or dairy products, go for this homemade cake with almond quark and vegetable oil. You can do it with banana slices, kiwis and coconut flakes or other fruits that your baby likes. Honey oat cake: This cake is naturally sweetened with honey and balanced with oats. It is moist and super healthy. You can crunch it with
flavored yoghurt and fresh fruit or berries. The first birthday is something special; So why not make it unforgettable with a unique cake? Unique First Birthday Cake IdeasMake your guests say: Wow! We've never seen a cake like this! with these unique cake ideas:18. Transport cake: Your baby most likely has his favorite vehicle, car,
plane, truck or train. You can make the base in blue fondant with a truck in the middle of the cake. Go for mini cars as topper and his name in the middle.19. Nautical cake: A nautical, striped cake with pirates and a ship can collect all children at the cake table in no time and let them over over there. You can have the base with a thin layer
of blue and white on top. The ship with '1' on it can be the cake topper. Have your baby's name written on the side walls of the cake, along with a ship's wheel fondant on it.20. Block Cake: This will probably be one of the best first birthday cakes your baby can have. If your baby has a soft alphabet block toy, and he/she recognizes the
shape of the letters, you get them an Alphabet Block cake. If you look at it, your baby could just squeak with joy.21. Lego Cake: Your little one will certainly have a Lego set in her toy collection. Now you can take your love of toys to the next level with a Lego cake. A one-stage cake with small Lego fondants in all colors, which decorate the
cake on top and side by side with a baby Lego piece in the middle, makes this cake a hit.22. Barn cake: The Scheunenhof theme is popular with children. It consists of layers of cake, stacked and covered with red fondant. Chocolate or white fondant is used to make the roof and the windows. Add a few pets like cows, goats, ducks and
chickens around the barn and you have a barn cake ready for your baby's birthday. Need some more creative ideas for the cake? Read on. [ Read: Baby Shower Hearts ] Creative First Birthday Cake IdeasUnleash your creativity and let your ideas flow into the cake. And only in the event that The ideas run out, we have some for you:23.
Baby-in-a-Bathtub cake: Most babies love their bathing time and immediately connect with a bathtub cake. Add your baby's favorite toys as edible toppers to the bathtub cake and watch them dive right into them with glee.24. Carousel cake: Another thing that reminds people of their childhood is a carousel. Colorful tents with toy horses
moving in the middle, sitting on the horses and feeling the wind through the hair, feel, Hectic to your parents – a carousel cake reminds you of this and much more. This cake consists of two cakes, one that forms the base and the other that forms the tent plate. Dowels used to support the top layer are also the support for the edible horses
that decorate the carousel cake.25. Gravity-defying cake: Gravity-defying or topsy-turvy cakes look like they're precariously positioned and on the verge of tipping over. However, they are manufactured in accordance with the principles of physics and are built to balance each other. A funny topsy-turvy cake idea for a first birthday would be
a teapot cake.26. Winter candy cake: If you have a baby born in winter, go for a cake with a Christmas tree, sugar cane and snowflakes. It's just right for your first birthday, and you can also introduce the festive season to your baby.27. Number cake: Number of cakes are always in demand. You can make fun and easy, numbercakes at
home, on your own. All you need are a few cakes that are cut and assembled in a way to resemble the number '1'. Cover them with buttercream frosting, or whipped cream to hide all imperfections and make the perfect little homemade cake for your little angel.28. Berry surprise cake: The chocolate cake is topped with fresh berries. You
can have a variety of berries (blueberry, raspberry, strawberry) in any circle on the cake. If possible, you can cut any non-juicy fruit in the form of '1' and place it in the middle.29. Rainbow ruffle cake: Your child's first birthday cake couldn't be as sweeter. This cake has seven layers of ruffles topped with '1' fondant, making it simple, colorful
and beautiful.30. Superhero Cake: You can choose Superman, Ironman, Spiderman or Captain America. Your selection is plentiful, so go with your child's favorite hero and decorate the cake accordingly.31. Family cake: Celebrate your family with this cake. It includes fondants from mum, dad and the baby – the most important members
of the family. You can sit a fondant couch with mom, dad, baby and siblings on the couch and the baby with '1' fondant. Have the baby's name in the middle. [ Read: Cake Ideas for Baby Shower ]32. Seasonal Cake: Celebrate the season in which your baby was born. When it's spring, you can have colorful flowers and lots of fresh fruits
on your cake. Winter could turn a Christmas cake, a white frost cake and summer cake with sand and beaches yellow.33 Football themed cake: Your little one is too small to play a sport, but we're sure throwing a ball is one of her favorite games. This football cake can keep them up to the end Go for a three-tier edin with white as the
base, blue in the middle level, and green on the third level. Place a football fondant on top of the cake to finish it.34. Twinkle sparkle little star cake: Is 'Twinkle Twinkle Little Star' the nursery rhyme your little one likes to hear?, celebrate the baby's birthday with this rhyme and a two-tiered blue cake with Fondants decorated on it. Above
with a baby picture and dowels that stand out stars. If your baby loves dogs, cats, rabbits or just about any animal, don't miss out on reflecting that love on your first birthday cake. Animal Themed CakeLet the lions, doggies, cats and giraffes come for your baby's first birthday party. These animal fondants make your cake beautiful.35.
Grey elephant cake: One of the most popular animals among children is the elephant. Go for this simple two-tierbrown cake topped with a gray elephant.36. Owl cake: An owl cake is easy to make at home. You can either look for a cake that is owl-shaped, or have a two-tier cake with an owl-shaped fondant on the top level. The owl
fondant does not have to be in brown; You can choose a color of your choice.37. Caterpillar cake: If your baby loves the classic Hungry Caterpillar story, we think you should have a pie in the shape of a caterpillar that ate everything until it couldn't eat anymore. To make the cake more attractive, place a large apple (half bitten) fondant in
front of the caterpillar to show off its insatiable hunger.38. Safari themed cake: This is a simple two-tier round-baked cake with a bunch of jungle animals on the first layer and a monkey holding 1 on the second level. Alternatively, you can only come for a single large cake plate with edible animal lids.39. Reptile cake: That can go well if
you have a reptile-themed party. It's going to be a wild birthday party. You can use Bundt cakes for reptile shape and fruit rolls for the tongue and smarties or M&amp;Ms for eyes. As creative or interesting as your first birthday cake may be, it's not complete without a great topping. [ Read: Baby Shower Decoration Broadcasting Ideas ]
First birthday cake ToppersBirthday cake toppers enhance the cake and make it attractive and attractive. You can choose your child's favorite cartoon figure or toy for a topper. You can go either edible or plastic topper. Here are some cake topper ideas for you:Name Banner: This topper shows the name of the birthday baby, and if your
cake is big enough, you can also have the Happy Birthday Banner. You can also choose the word one as it is your first birthday. Number topper: Fondant in the form of the number '1' – you can go for ruffles or ombre for the topper. Princess Cake Topper: This topper fits well with the princess cake. A beautiful crown on the cake is all you
need to complete the princess cake. Ice cream all for birthday and star cake toppers: an edible cake topper that slips into the cake simply and beautifully and easily. Baby with bottle/pacifier: A baby with a bottle/pacifier in the sitting on a base can be a suitable topper for your first birthday. Choose pink or blue color, depending on the
gender of your baby. Land animal lids: You can have a pack of all farm animals: sheep, horses, cows, pigs and goats. Just glue them in a circle, with one in the middle. Grey &amp; Blue Rich Topper: This edible grey and blue fondant ice cover goes goes with a blue elephant or an animal cake. [ Read: Best Places to Order Custom Cake ]
No matter which cake and topper you choose, just make sure you all go to decorate it and make it look attractive. Make it one that your child absolutely loves. After all, it's his first birthday. And it is unnecessary to say that the taste of the cake should match its appearance. Do you have cake ideas to share? Let us know by commenting
below. Recommended items: Items:
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